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FRONTlSPIECE. High resolution stereo pair of Dawes, photographed by Lunar Orbiter IV in Mav
1967. Th~ right photogn~phs is from the 15th orbit (Frame 110.78) and the left photograph from the
J6th orbit (Frame 110. 8:1), taken about 12 hours later.
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The Lunar Crater Dawes
... one of the most significant features which

could provide an insight to lunar volcanism.
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INTRODUCTION

T
HE INTEi'\T OF THIS paper is to call atten
tion to photogeological evidences of

lunar volcanism as manifested by the lunar
crater Dawes and present this interpretation
for consideration. Dawes, isolated at the
juncture of Mare Serenitatis and Mare Tran
quillitatis (Figure 1), possesses distinctive
features that are postulated to relate to its
origin. These features consist of an exposure
of strata on the crater walls near the rim, its
lava-like floor surface, an irregular rim frac
ture pattern, the absence of ejecta materials
or a ray pattern associated with impact or
eruptive forces, as well as its overall relation
ship to the surrounding mare basins. The
crater resembles a collapse caldera or vol
canic sink which in essence was formed by
the collapse of the overlying mare materials
as the underlying magma withdrew from the
fracture zone. Very little has been reported
concerning the crater Dawes and it is the

author's opinion that Dawes is one of the
most significant lunar craters which could
provide an insight to lunar volcanism.

Many lunar craters have been observed
from Earth and studied from earth-based
photographs but only a few of the larger
rayed craters have been subjected to detailed
analysis using the recently acquired Lunar
Orbiter photography. The Orbiter space
craft photographic system carries a dual
framing camera with a high-resolution (24
inch f/5.6) lens and a medium (80 mm. f/5.6)
lens (Kosofsky 1966). Lunar Orbiter IV
photographed Dawes in part of its overall
mission of covering almost all of the lunar
frontside and backside. Previous observa
tions of the crater were from earthbased
study. The Frontispiece is a stereo pair of
high resol u tion photographs of Dawes taken
by Lunar Orbiter IV in May, 1967. The
photography, although lacking in metric
qualities (as do all line-scan systems), pro-
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vides better resolution than that obtainable
on earth-based photography.

The right photograph was acq uired on
orbit 15 and the left photograph on orbit 16

devices introduce distortions. The scale of
the photographs is approximately 1: 619,000.

Dawes was selected by the Lunar Orbiter
Program Office as one of several lunar sites of

ABSTRACT: jlIa1lY of the lunar craters probably were formed by meteoritic
impact and many may Illwe been stimulated by SUell an action. In additi01l,
there are those such as Dawes that appear to be volca11ic in origin, although
this is not to say that a meteoritic impact possibly could have started the chail1
of events leadil1g to its presel1t state of existence. But in the absence of features
associated with an impact, the crater Dawes is an outstandil1g example of
endogenous origin. This hypothesis, however, is not compatible ~f)ith the con
temporary geologic interpretation; that lends itself more to an impact theory.
Based on a geologic analysis of the area on a detailed basis relative to origins,
a geologic map of the crater is suggested. Although thl:S approach to the presen
tation of Dawes has its implicit ambiguities, it nevertheless stresses a map 'relat
ing more to origin rather than to a fixed system correlating all craters with one
theoretical approach.

approximately 12 hours later which accoullts
for the shadow posi tional di fferences on the
crater floor. When viewing the stereo pair,
the reader can readily see that the line-scan

N

potential scientific interest and it was in
cluded in the planning for Lunar Orbiter
Mission v. rn August, 1967, the last of the
highly successful Lunar Orbiters photo-

w
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FIG. 1. Locatioll of the lunar crater Dawes (17°12'N, 2(j°20')E as

indicated by arrow
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FIG. 2. Medium resolution photograph taken by Lunar Orhiter \. in August 1967.
Area outlined is high resolution coverage shown in Figure -l.
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graphed Dawes with the dual camera system
producing high-resolution images of 2.4
meters, and on the moderate-resolution pho
tographs provided 19.3 meters ground res
olution as well as wide area coverage. Each
of these systems was affected by a mal
function in the on-board processing unit
which resulted in streaks and spots. Although
these imperfections are distracting, they ob
scure but little of the excellent detail. Figure
2 presents a medium-resolution photograph of
Dawes taken by Lunar Orbiter V in August,
1967. Clearly, the photograph defines Dawes'
distinctive features. From the photograph a
detailed description of Dawes and its for
mation can be ascertained. Figure 3, a high
resolution section of the same frame (no. 70)
of photography, also from Orbiter V, greatly
assists in the establishment of a hypothesis
on Dawes' origin as well as creating awe.

DESCRIPTIOi\

Dawes, named after an English amateur
astronomer, is located at 17°12'N and 26°20'E.
It could be classed as a small-size crater
measuring 17.8 km in diameter north-south
and 15.9 km. east-west. Its rim pattern is
polyagonal or more precisely an irregular
tridecagon. Such an irregular rim pattern is

common to an earth caldera as opposed to a
circular pattern of impact features such as a
meteoritic crater, or volcanic cones and ,·ents.

The crater is located in mare terrain that
is pri marily rolli ng and dissected wi th small
craters and rilles (see Frontispiece). :'I lost
of the small craters in the surrounding terrain
are shallow, generally with a circular rim
pattern, and some are distorted clue to rough
ness of the terrain on which they are super
imposed. The rilles are straight, with a north
east-southwest alinement or trend, and
appear to be filled with the same type of
materials making up the mare surface. These
rilles probably are faults which have de
veloped in alinement with a belt or zone of
structural weakness extending into the high
land masses to the east and west and form a
structural division of the two mare basins.
These topographic features are indicated on
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
LAC 42 (Figure 4).

In addition, as indicated by LAC -1-2, the
slope of the surrounding terrain is away froll\
the rim of the crater Dawes which is 300
meters higher than the mare surface* This

* A, noted UII the I.AC, the probable error of the
localized relative elevations is from 100 meters
near the lunar center to 300 meters at 70° depar
ture from the center.
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FIG. 3. A section of high resolution photography from Lunar Orbiter V.
Arrow indicates rock outcrop believed to be igneous sill.

would tend to indicate the presence of a
small anticlinal structure with the apex in the
proximity of Dawes and the limbs sloping
outward from the crater. To the east of
Dawes are large ridges which almost circle
one-half the crater (see Figure 2). These
ridges probably are remnants of dikes asso
ciated with the early stages of the formation
of the crater and the associated troughs next
to the ridges are related to fracturi ng in the
surrounding mare terrain. Surrounding most
of the crater are wrinkle-like patterns which
could have been formed by pyroclastics
during the development of Dawes.

From the SGS geologic map (Carr 1966)
covering the same area as LAC 42, the sur
rounding mare terrain is denoted as volcanic
materials probably including both ash and
lava flows belonging to the Procellarum
Group of the Imbrian System. The rim
materials are considered to be poorly sorted
impact ejecta with some volcanic materials
belonging to the Eratosthenian System as is
the floor material of shock-crushed breccia or
volcanics. The walls have been in terpreted as

freshly generated talus or exposed bedrock
belonging to Copernican Age. To the east of
the crater, near the rim and in the positions
occupied by the previously mentioned ridges,
two small faults are indicated. Several larger
faults are delineated farther to the north of
the crater. This geologic interpretation uses
earth-based photography and observations as
principal sources of information.

The outlined area on Figure 2 shows the
posi tion and extent of the crater segment
shown as the high resolution image of Dawes
(Figure 3). Approximately 250 meters down
from the ri m on the crater wall is an ou tcrop
of more resistant strata \yhich is indicated by
an arrow on Figure 3. Once this feature is
resolved on a photograph of this scale
(1: 25,300) it is also easily recognizable on the
medium resolution photograph (Figure 2)
which has a scale of 1: 192,500. This outcrop
could be a zone of stratification or compac
tion, although it is the author's opinion that
it is an igneous intrusion such as a sill.

The floor of the crater resembles many
relatively recent earth-type lava flows known
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FIG. 4. Ll\C .f 1 (i\fare Serenitatis) sho"'ing relation of crater Dawes to surrounding terrain
and coverage of Lunar Orbiter. Double line indicates area covered by Orbiter V medium resolution
photograph (iV170). Rectangular outline is area of Orbiter V high resolution photograph (H70).
Area covered by Orbiter IV covers entire section of the LAC and frame coverage is indicated by
1-[ 85 and H 78. Diagonal lines indicate stereo overlap of the Orbiter I\' frames.

as pahoehoe. There are a few large blocks or
boulders on the floor that probably were
derived from the outcrop near the rim, al
though there are no tracks or trails leading
to them. Other types of debris or talus from
the crater "'alls and ri m edge are presen t on
the floor and could have filled and covered
the boulder avenues, or the hardness of the
floor materials in many places may be such
that it would preclude evidence of rolling
rocks and debris. There are several prom
inences on the cl-ater floor that do not appear
to be extraneous but rather a part of the
overall floor mass. Furthermore, these prom
inences do not resemble the central peaks of
many of the lunar craters; these are more
in the form of spines from a central intrusive
igneous body.

The intersection of the floor with the crater
walls is sharp and forms fi,-e ,-isible facies.
The pattern formed by the floor-wall
junctions seem to present a decagon although
part of the area is obscured by shadow. As
mentioned previously, the rim fracture pat
tern forms 13 sides. If the ri m pattern is

pl-ojected to the 10 on the floor there would be
a loss of at least three facies of the crater
walls. This would tend to indicate a tri
angulal- arrangment with principal bases at
the ri m and apexes toward the floor, which
in the author's opinion is evidence of a down
ward displacement of the center mass relative
to the walls_ Vertical striations on the crater
wall tend to en hance this evidence of grav
itational movem nt although these striations
could have been formed by the movement
of talus type materials down the walls. Figure
5 helps to illustrate this point. Considering
all of the aforementioned distinctive features
of the crater Dawes, the follO"'ing theory is
postulated on its origin.

A:--:ALYSIS

After the two principal mare basins (Mare
Serenitatis and Tranquillitatis) were formed,
as a consequence of the earlier stages of lunar
geologic history, a large magmatic body de
"eloped and intruded near the present site of
Dawes (Figure 6a). This intrusive body as it
moved upward created a deformation of the
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the Lunar crater Dawes
(after Fielder); (a) deformation of original mare
surface by igneous intrusion; (b) vertical and hori
zontal fracturing created as magma moves toward
snrface (c) apophyses from intrusive filling zones of
fracture and creating sills and dikes; (d) present
state of formation with sills and dikes cut of[ from
main body and lava-like floor remaining.
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subsidence and cooling of the magma with
sills and dikes cut off from the parent in
trusive body (Figure 6d). The evidence of a
sill is the outcrop of the more resistant strata
on the upper crater wall and dikes probably
are present to the east of the crater rim in the
form of the ridges. The magma probably
cooled rapidly, churning as the materials
dissolved into it, which would account for the
ropey-like structure of the crater floor. Due
to the slow processes of weathering on the
lunar surface most of the evidence of the
origin of the crater Dawes remains prima
facie.

CONCLUSIONS

Tt is important to note that all of the above
analysis follows a volcanic school of thought.
However, it is not the purpose of this paper to
divorce itself entirely from an impact theory
recognition. Many of the lunar craters prob
ably were formed by meteoritic impact and
many may have been stimulated by such an
action. Tn addition, there are those such as
Dawes that appear to be volcanic in origin,
although there is nothing to say that a mete
oritic impact possibly could have started the
chain of e\'ents leading to its present state of
existence. But in the absence of features as
sociated with an impact, the author will
continue to stress that the crater Dawes is an
outstanding example of endogenous origin.

This hypothesis, howe\'er, is not compatible

I;IG. 5. Schcmatic showing polyagonal rilll and
Aoor fracture pattern. Rim forms a lridecagou and
Aoor a decagon. Movcment of Aoor Illass relative to
walls is downward as indicated by arrows.

country materials and an updoming of the
roof or mare surface material. This would
assist in explaining the presence of the small
anticlinal structure centered at Dawes.
Ru ptu res deYelopi ng in the mare su rface
materials were probably more or less syn
chronus with the overall structural deforma
tion and magmatic intrusion but to illustrate
the point properly Figure 6b presents a
second stage in the e\'olution of Dawes. The
ruptures \I'ere formed both vertically and
horizontally with the largest being near the
apex of the cen tral mass.

Two zones of interaction were created in
the initial stagcs of development: a zone of
structure and a zone of flowage. In the zone
of structure, principal fractures were prob
ably created vertically while secondary ones
were developing horizontally near the surface.
In the zone of flowage, the invading magma
developed apophyses which intersected and
filled the fractures as it moved upward. As
the two zones combined, sills were formed in
the horizon tal fractures whereas the dikes
were formed in the vertical ones. Sequentially
as the intruding mass neared the lunar sur
face, the overlying mare materials collapsed
due to the interaction of the two zones (Figure
6c).

\\'ith the overlying materials slumping or
breaking off as a large fault block into the
magmatic intrusion, it probably reached a
point of subsidence as the materials were
dissolved. Prior to the subsidence of the
event there was possibly some eruptive type
action which could account for some of the
wrinkle-like patterns surrounding most of
the crater. The ultimate event was total
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with the contemporary geologic interpreta
tion. The aforementioned geology lends itself
more to an impact theory. If a geologic
analysis of the area were to be undertaken
on a detailed basis, the terms maria, pre
maria, and post-maria (terminology used by
Mason, Hackman) would be more befitting
to denote relative age and stratigraphic
superposition. Once the relative age was
assigned to the lunar feature an additional
subdivision could be based on a macroscopic
classification of the rocks and surface ma
terials. Such a system of classification could
use the terms: phanerites, aphanites, and
pyroclastic for rocks of primary origin; pse
phites, phwmmites and pelites for those of
secondary origin; metamorphic for tertiary

mpsu

mpse

FIG. 7. Photogeology map of the lunar craLer
Dawes. Scale is approximately J : 192, 500.

origin; and meteorolites for those believed
to be of quaternary origin.

All of these terms \\'ould denote rock type
in a very broad sense, and texture as related
to origin and morphology. The terminology
although not unique is certainly classic in
geologic Ii teratu rc. Figu re 7 presen ts a geo
logic map of the crater Dawes using this
approach to a detailed lunar photogeologic
interpretation. Although this approach to the
presentation of Dawes has its implicit am
biguities, it nevertheless stresses a map
relating more to origin rather than of a fixed
system correlating all craters with one theo
retical approach.
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rl'hanerilcs-j)h:

Post- Maria-pot

Aphanites-a:

lVlaria-m

Map Units

Course grain rocks of primary origin; mostly intrusive igneous type
masses, or individual bodies such as sills or dikes exposed by weather
ing processes and/or meteorite impact.

Fine grain rocks of pri mary origin; mostly extrusi:v~ igneous masses
such as those resembling lava flows from fissures, JOInts, cracks, and
surface rupture.

!
Psephites-pse: Course grain materials of secolI?ary origin; mostly detritals resem

bling rubble created by weathenng processes or meteontlc Impact.
Some may resemble pyroclastic types.

lPsllmmites-psu: Fine grain materials of secondary origin; mostly detritals resembling
sands from weathered rock or rock materials. Some may resemble
pyroclastic types.


